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h i g h l i g h t s
 Ignition characteristics by multiple hot turbulent jets in a dual chamber system are proposed.
 Behavior of individual jets in the multi-jet ignition system is investigated.
 Multi-jet ignition characteristics of H2/Air are compared with single jet ignition.
 Numerical simulation of pre-chamber flame propagation is performed.
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a b s t r a c t
A detailed investigation on the ignition characteristics of ultra-lean premixed H2/air mixtures by multiple
hot turbulent jets in a dual combustion chamber system was carried out. Simultaneous high-speed
Schlieren and OH⁄ chemiluminescence imaging were applied to visualize the jet penetration and ignition
processes inside the main combustion chamber. The focus was on the effects of the spark location and
fuel/air equivalence ratio within the pre-chamber on the ignition pattern of the main-chamber mixture.
The results show that multiple jets resulted in similar lean flammability limit of H2/air as the single jets,
given that the total nozzle areas are the same. However, the ignition probability improved significantly
near the lean flammability limit using multi-jets compared to single jets. Additionally, depending on the
spark location and pre-chamber equivalence ratio, either the side jet, the middle jet, or all the jets can
initiate ignition in the main chamber. The ignition characteristics of straight and angled multi-jets were
compared, and angled jets produced shorter main chamber burn time. Numerical modeling of the flame
propagation process within the pre-chamber was carried out to explain the behavior of individual jets in
a multi-jet system. It was found that depending on the pre-chamber spark position, the flame shape
inside the pre-chamber changes drastically. The effective L=D ratio governs the flame dynamics in the
pre-chamber and subsequently determines which jet (side, middle, or all) will first ignite the main
chamber.
Ó 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The main reason that hot turbulent jet ignition has become
attractive to gas engine manufacturers is that hot jet ignition can
achieve faster burn rates due to the ignition system producing
multiple, distributed ignition sites, which has greater likelihood
igniting a lean mixture compared to spark ignition. This leads to
a better thermal efficiency and low NOx production. Over the last
few decades, pre-chamber jet ignition had technologically
advanced from conceptual design phase to actual engines. The
early designs developed by Gussak [1] and Oppenheim [2] showed
the promise of lean ignition by a hot turbulent jet. Later,
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.applthermaleng.2017.11.073
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Sadanandan [3], Toulson [4,5], Gholamisheeri [6], Attard [7], Gentz
[8], Shah [9], Thelen [10], and Biswas [11,12] further investigated
in detail the parametric effects and fundamental physics of turbulent jet ignition in laboratory scale prototype combustors and at
engine relevant conditions. All these studies support that turbulent
jet ignition possesses several advantages over traditional spark
ignition during ultra-lean combustion such as higher ignition probability, faster burn rates, and multiple ignition kernels.
The geometric and thermodynamic parameters associated
with the turbulent jet have been studied by several researchers.
Attard et al. [7] visualized the in-cylinder combustion process at
different levels of dilution initiated by six turbulent hot jets.
Gentz et al. [8] studied the influence of orifice diameter on TJI
system employing various geometry and configuration nozzle
plates with a number of nozzles/orifices varying from 2 to 6. They
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nozzle diameter
pre-chamber diameter
nozzle length
pre-chamber length
sample points
pressure
Reynolds number
laminar burning speed
time
jet exit velocity

found at near stoichiometric conditions the burn durations were
shortest for the multiple nozzles compared to single nozzles.
Zhang et al. [13] investigated multi-jet ignition for diesel

xy
/

s
q
l

coordinate system
equivalence ratio
ignition delay
density
viscosity

Subscript
ign
ignition
pre
pre-chamber
D
difference

premixed compression ignition system. Alongside the fundamental research conducted in universities and national laboratories,
engine manufacturers like Bosch, Ford Motors, GM, Rolls Royce,

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the dual combustion chamber with multiple hot turbulent jets, (b) photograph of the dual-chamber combustor, (c) two different multiple nozzle
plates, straight (top) and angled (bottom).
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Mahle Powertrain, Caterpillar have invested efforts to implement
TJI into real engines.
In all previous studies, the number of pre-chamber nozzles, nozzle geometry, and configuration was estimated in an ad-hoc way,
based on upon comparing the combustion performance (such as
ignition delay and burn time) with different nozzle configurations.
This paper explores the effectiveness of multiple jets compared to a
single jet and the role of an individual jet in a multi-jet system. The
current study focuses on answering the following fundamental
questions, e.g., what is the role of an individual jet in a multi-jet system? Do all the individual jets behave/contribute in the same way?
How does the jet interaction affect the ignition dynamics? How
ignition characteristics of multi-TJI such as ignition probability
and ignition delay compare with the single TJI? What are the
geometric or thermo-physical factors that govern the ignition
mechanism by multiple jets? Additionally, the present work provides important insight into pre-chamber design and optimization.
Since the success of TJI by multiple jets lies in the optimized prechamber design, these results provide useful information for future
pre-chamber design to achieve high efficiency.
This paper is focused on the ignition characteristics of ultra-lean
H2/air mixtures by multiple hot turbulent jets. Two different multijet orientations were used, straight and angled. We studied the
effect of spark location inside the pre-chamber, and pre-chamber
and main chamber fuel/air equivalence ratio on ignition characteristics such as the flammability limit and ignition probability. Lastly,
we numerically simulated the flame propagation process in the
pre-chamber to gain further insight that helps to explain the
experimental observations.

Each multi-nozzle plate contained three nozzle holes; one center
nozzle and two other nozzles, one on each side of the center nozzle. The spacing between each pair of nozzles was 12.7 mm (0.500 )
as shown in Fig. 1(c). The nozzle diameter and nozzle length were
2.54 mm (0.100 ) and 6.35 mm (0.2500 ) respectively and were identical for all three nozzles. For the angled multi-nozzle plate, the center nozzle was straight. The side nozzles were angled outward with
an angle of 15° to the vertical line.
The pre-chamber mixture was maintained at stoichiometric
condition for most of the tests unless stated otherwise. The main
chamber equivalence ratio was varied from / ¼ 0:5 to the lean
flammability limit. To separate the pre-chamber and the main
chamber with different equivalence ratios, a lightweight, 25 ±
1.25 lm thick aluminum diaphragm was used [11].
A spark created by a 0–40 kV capacitor discharge ignition (CDI)
system ignited the pre-chamber H2/air mixture. Four different
spark locations were tested in our experiment as shown in Fig. 2
(a). Fig. 2(b) shows the actual spark plugs with customized electrodes. A spark gap of 1.5 mm was maintained for all the spark
plugs. The measured spark energy was 120 mJ with a 10% uncertainty range. As soon as the spark ignited the pre-chamber mixture,
a flame propagated inside the pre-chamber and entered the main

2. Experimental method
The experimental setup has been discussed in detail in our previous work [11,12]. A small volume, 100 cc cylindrical stainless
steel (SS316) pre-chamber (8.9 cm long and 3.81 cm in diameter)
was attached to the rectangular (43.18 cm  15.24 cm  15.24
cm) carbon steel (C-1144) main chamber. The main chamber to
pre-chamber volume ratio was 100:1. Length scales in the present
study are consistent with length scales used in large bore stationary natural gas engines. Fig. 1(a) and (b) show the dual combustion
chamber with multiple (three) jets. Fig. 1(c) shows two different
multi-nozzle plates – straight nozzle plate and angled nozzle plate.

Fig. 3. Flammability limit of H2/air from multi-jet ignition compared to a single jet.

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the four different spark locations inside the pre-chamber, (b) four different spark plugs used in our experiment.
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chamber in the form of hot turbulent jets through multiple nozzles.
Combustion in the main chamber took place at constant volume.
3. Results and discussion
The findings from multi-jet ignition of lean H2/air mixtures
were compared with single jet ignition results [11]. Here two
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separate single jets were chosen for comparison purposes. The first
single jet from nozzle diameter of 4.5 mm was based on the total
flow area. The second single nozzle had a diameter of 2.6 mm,
nearly equal to the diameter of the individual nozzle in the
three-nozzle system. Both the single nozzles had l=d ratio of 2.5,
same as the multi-nozzles.
3.1. Effect of pre-chamber spark location
The pre-chamber spark location has a deterministic effect on
the ignition characteristics of the main chamber ultra-lean H2/air
mixture by multiple jets.

Fig. 4. Ignition probability near the flammability limit for multi-jet ignition with 4
different spark locations as compared to single jet ignition.

Fig. 5. Typical pressure profiles in pre-chamber and main chamber for two different
spark locations inside the pre-chamber. The main chamber mixture was at / ¼ 0:4.

3.1.1. Lean flammability limit
In the present study, the lean flammability limit is the minimum fuel condition that has an ignition probability of 100%. Ignition probability was defined as the ratio of the successful number
of ignition events to the total number of test runs. Fig. 3 shows the
lean flammability limit of H2/air by multiple jets using a straight
multi-nozzle plate at various spark locations. For all spark locations, the lean flammability limit of H2/air ignited by straight multiple jets lies within a small range, /limit  0:3  0:31. The lean
flammability limits for the single jets with diameters of 4.5 mm
and 2.6 mm are /limitj4:5mm  0:31 and are /limitj2:6mm  0:32 respectively. Note that the spark was located on top of the pre-chamber
for both single jets (spark 1). Thus, single or multiple jet systems
show similar lean flammability limits, given that the total or individual nozzle area of the two systems is the same. In other words,
multiple jets do not further reduce the lean flammability limit of
H2/air in the main chamber.
3.1.2. Ignition probability
Even though the lean flammability limit remains similar for single and multiple hot jets, ignition probability of multiple jets
changes near the lean flammability limit. Fig. 4 displays the ignition probability at the lean limit for multiple jets versus single
jet. As we go below the lean flammability limit, the mixture suddenly becomes unignitable. There exists a zone, / ¼ 0:26—0:3,
where ignition is possible, but with a probability less than 100%.
It is evident from Fig. 4 that the ignition probability increased significantly for multiple jets compared to a single jet. The ignition
probability was higher for multi-jets compared to a single jet.
The likely reason for higher ignition probability is because of
cumulative ignition probability. The ignition mechanism for single
jet and multi-jet is identical and governed by the non-dimensional
ignition Damköhler number. Details of the ignition Damköhler

Fig. 6. (a) Ignition delay variation with equivalence ratio in the main chamber for different spark locations, (b) ðs  L=sL Þ variation for different spark locations.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. The time sequence of simultaneous schlieren (top) and OH* chemiluminescence (bottom) images showing multi-jet ignition process in the main chamber for H2/air at
/ ¼ 0:4 (main chamber mixture) using the straight multi-nozzle plate with four different spark positions, (a) Spark 1, (b) Spark 2, (c) Spark 3, (d) Spark 4.

number calculation is reported in our earlier work [11,14].
However, as the number of jets increased, the cumulative probability of achieving the ignition Damköhler number increased as well.
The pre-chamber spark location also affects the ignition probability. Spark locations 1 and 2 have higher ignition probability compared to the spark locations 3 and 4. Greater ignition probability
for higher spark location is consistent with Thelen et al.’s observations [10]. Thelen et al. found that for a spark location further away
from the nozzle, most of the pre-chamber mixture gets burned and
creates a higher-pressure differential to produce higher turbulence
level and better mixing in the main chamber. This helps in faster
flame propagation and higher ignition probability. A higher

ignition probability from multiple jet ignition would allow an
engine manufacturer to operate at the lean flammability limit with
more confidence, even with a little variability or uncertainty associated with engine’s fuel injection system [15].
3.1.3. Ignition delay
Fig. 5 shows the time histories of pressure recorded in the prechamber and the main chamber for two different spark locations,
spark 1 and spark 3 respectively. The main chamber equivalence
ratio was kept at / ¼ 0:4, while the pre-chamber mixture was stoichiometric. The intention was to see if there were any differences
in the main chamber combustion processes by changing the spark
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(c)

(d)
Fig. 7 (continued)

position in the pre-chamber. The pre-chamber pressure profile for
two different spark locations, spark 1 and 3, match quite well
within experimental uncertainty. However, the ignition delay in
the main chamber is different. The spark located near the nozzle
entrance in the pre-chamber (spark 3) has a lower ignition delay
(approximately 1.96 ms shorter) compared to the spark that is farther away from the nozzle entrance (spark 1). This is because the
pre-chamber flame had to travel less distance when the spark location was near the nozzle entrance. Pressure oscillations in the main
chamber is due to thermoacoustic instability in the main chamber
at lean operating conditions, which was discussed in our previous
work [12].
Main chamber ignition delay as a function of equivalence ratio
for four different spark positions is shown in Fig. 6(a). For a specific
equivalence ratio, the ignition delay increased with the spark

location farther away from the nozzle entrance. Thus, spark 1
had higher ignition delay compared to spark 2, 3, and 4. This
change in ignition delay was caused because the pre-chamber
flame had to travel a different length to enter the main chamber.
It is true that ignition did not occur as soon as the hot turbulent
jet entered the main chamber. Rather, the jet accelerated initially
and then decelerated, and ignition initiated from the deceleration
phase of the jet.
To establish our claim that the difference in ignition delay was
due to the different path lengths traveled by the pre-chamber
flame, we plotted the ignition delay from a common reference
position. We chose Spark 4, the nearest position to the nozzle
entrance as our reference position. Assuming laminar flame propagation within the pre-chamber, we calculated the quantity,
(s  L=sL Þ instead of the ignition delay, s as a function of equiva-
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Fig. 8. A regime diagram for multi-jet ignition using straight multi-nozzle plate
based on which jet initiated the main chamber ignition for different spark positions
and pre-chamber equivalence ratio.

lence ratio in Fig. 6(b). Here L is the pre-chamber length in the
direction of flame propagation and sL is the laminar burning speed.
All ignition delays collapsed onto one curve. This proved the ignition delays differed for various spark locations because the prechamber flame traveled different lengths depending on the spark
position.

3.1.4. Behavior of individual jets in the multi-jet ignition system
Fig. 7(a)–(d) show a time sequence of the simultaneous highspeed Z-type Schlieren and OH⁄ (386 ± 10 nm) chemiluminescence

imaging were utilized to visualize the ignition processes in the
main chamber for four different spark positions [11,12].
It is interesting to notice in Fig. 7(a) and (b) that for spark position 1 and 2, the main chamber ignition started from the side jets,
as seen clearly from the OH⁄ signals. The center jet entered a little
later and then further assisted in the main chamber ignition process evident from the OH⁄ signal intensity. As we changed the
spark position closer to the nozzle entrance, such as spark position
3 as shown in Fig. 7(c), ignition of the main-chamber mixture was
caused by all three jets nearly simultaneously. Among all three jets,
the OH⁄ intensity was higher for the center jet as compared to the
side jets.
Fig. 7(d) shows an entirely different style of ignition. Note in
this case; the spark location was very close, only 12 mm away
from the nozzle entrance. First, a laminar flame jet entered
through the center nozzle followed by two other laminar flame
jets through the side nozzles. These laminar flame jets soon
merged into one and progressed nearly at the laminar flame speed
of the main chamber H2/air mixture. While all other spark locations (spark 1–3), initiated main chamber ignition by turbulent
jets, spark 4 alone started the ignition by a laminar or slightly turbulent flame jets.

3.2. Effect of pre-chamber equivalence ratio
3.2.1. Regime diagram for multi-jet ignition
Fig. 8 shows the multi-jet ignition pattern produced by the
straight multi-jet nozzle plate for four different spark locations
and different pre-chamber equivalence ratios. We found the existence of four different zones based on which jet/jets initiated main

Fig. 9. The transition of multi-jet ignition pattern by changing pre-chamber equivalence ratio at spark location 3.
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(a)

(b)
*

Fig. 10. The time sequence of simultaneous schlieren (top) and OH chemiluminescence (bottom) images showing multi-jet ignition process in the main chamber for H2/air at
/ ¼ 0:4 using the angled multi-nozzle plate with four different spark positions, (a) Spark 1, (b) Spark 2, (c) Spark 3, (d) Spark 4.

chamber ignition. For all the pre-chamber equivalence ratios, for
spark position 1, ignition happened through the side jets. For spark
position 2, ignition occurred by the side jets for 0:8 < / < 1:15. For
1:15 < / < 1:3, ignition happened by all the jets. For spark position
3, for 0:8 < / < 0:98, ignition happened through the middle jet.
However, as we increased the fuel concentration, for 0:98 < /
< 1:3, ignition was initiated by all the jets. For spark position 4,
ignition initiated through laminar or slightly turbulent flame jets.
3.2.2. Reynolds number
To characterize the turbulence due to the hot jet, the Reynolds
number of the jet was calculated at the nozzle exit. Reynolds number varied with the nozzle diameter, the pressure differential
between the two chambers, Dp and pre-chamber equivalence ratio.

Nozzle diameter was constant throughout. However, the prechamber equivalence ratio and Dp were varied. The pressure differential Dp was a function of spark position. Spark located farther
away from the nozzle entrance consumed more pre-chamber mixtures and thus had a higher Dp. Since the discharging jet was driven by the pressure differential between the pre-chamber and the
main chamber, the nozzle exit velocity was higher for the farthest
spark position. For stoichiometric pre-chamber, for spark position
1 the Reynolds number was 57,000, and for spark position 4 the
Reynolds number was 3400. Thus, the spark location played a
key role determining the turbulence level of the discharging jet.
For different pre-chamber stoichiometric conditions, for spark
position 1, the Reynolds number was in the range of 43,000–
67,000. The Reynolds number decreased as the spark position
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(c)

(d)
Fig. 10 (continued)

became closer to the nozzle. For spark position 2 and 3 the range of
Reynolds number was 12,000–37,000. For spark position 4, the
range of Reynolds number lied between 2500 and 8000. Thus, for
spark position 4, ignition initiated through laminar or slightly
turbulent flame jets.

function of /. For /pre ¼ 0:82 and 0:96, the center jet initiated the
main chamber ignition as evident from OH⁄ images. However, for
higher pre-chamber equivalence ratios, /pre ¼ 1:1 and 1:3, all the
jets initiated the main chamber ignition.
3.3. Effect of angled jets vs. straight jets

3.2.3. Switching ignition pattern
The relative importance of the individual jet in a multi-jet system changes with pre-chamber equivalence ratio given a fixed
spark position. For spark location 3, ignition pattern switched for
a pre-chamber equivalence ratio of /pre ¼ 0:98. A center jet initiated the ignition in the main chamber for /pre < 0:98, while for
/pre > 0:98 all the jets simultaneously initiated ignition in the main
chamber. Fig. 9 illustrates this switching ignition pattern as a

In the following section, the ignition characteristics of lean H2/
air by angled multiple hot turbulent jets are discussed.
3.3.1. Ignition characteristics by angled multi-jets
Fig. 10(a)–(d) illustrates the ignition time sequence in the main
combustion chamber by angled multi-jets. Similar conclusions for
straight multi-jets were found for angled multi-jet ignition in terms
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of which jet was initiating the ignition in the main chamber. In
angled multi-jet ignition, for spark position 1 and 2, side jets initiated
the main chamber ignition. For spark position 3, all the jets initiated
the ignition nearly simultaneously. Ignition occurred through propagating laminar or slightly turbulent flame jets for spark position 4.
However, since the side jets were slightly angled, individual flame
fronts took a longer time to merge with each other. Except that,
the ignition pattern was identical for straight and angled multi-jets.
The lean flammability limit resulting from the angled multi-jets
is shown in Fig. 11. The lean flammability limit of angled multi-jets
is nearly identical compared to straight multi-jets. The ignition
delay and ignition probability of the angled multi-jets were closely
comparable to the ignition delays of straight multi-jet. Like the
straight multi-jets, ignition delay of the angled multi-jets
decreased as the spark position becomes closer to the nozzle
entrance.
Fig. 11. Comparison of lean flammability limit of angled multi-jets with straight
multi-jets.

3.3.2. Main combustor burn time
Fig. 12 compares the main chamber burn time for single jet and
multi-jets for different main chamber equivalence ratios. We found
that angled multi-jets produced the smallest burn times for spark
positions 1–3 compared to straight multi-jets. The spark position 4,
the closest to the nozzle entrance, resulted in the longest burn
time. This is because, for spark position 4, ignition was initiated
by laminar or slightly turbulent flame jets. The Reynolds number
range of the jet was 2500–8000. Since laminar flame propagation
is much slower compared to turbulent flame propagation, spark
4 had the longest burn times. Furthermore, the burn times for single jets with a nozzle diameter of 4.5 mm or 2.6 mm were longer
compared to multi-jets. Multiple jets brought higher turbulence
inside the main chamber and hence reduced the burn time. Lastly,
the reason that angled multi-jets had shorter burn time compared
to straight multi-jets is because in the former, jets did not interact
with each other. Due to lesser jet interaction, the active flame surface area was higher of the angled jet configuration compared to
the straight jet configuration.

Fig. 12. Comparison of main chamber burn time between various single jet and
multi-jets. ‘S’ and ‘A’ denote the straight and angled nozzle respectively, ‘s’ denotes
different spark locations.

Fig. 14. Pre-chamber pressure traces from the model and experiment.

Table 1
The L=D ratio of four different spark locations.

Fig. 13. (a) 3D pre-chamber domain, (b) midplane mesh of the pre-chamber.

Spark location

L=D
(D ¼ 38:1mm)

Spark
Spark
Spark
Spark

2.4
1.9
1.4
0.32

1
2
3
4

(0,
(0,
(0,
(0,

90 mm)
70 mm)
54 mm)
12 mm)
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(a) Spark 1 (0, 90 mm)

= ‒

=‒

=

(b) Spark 2 (0, 70 mm)

= ‒

=‒

=

Fig. 15. Temperature contours at three-time instances near ignition taking place in the main chamber and corresponding normalize temperature profiles at the nozzle
entrance and nozzle exit. The black dot on the temperature contour represents the spark location.
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(c) Spark 3 (0, 54 mm)

= ‒

=‒

=

(d) Spark 4 (0, 12 mm)

= ‒

=

=

Fig. 15 (continued)
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3.4. Numerical modeling of flame propagation in pre-chamber
Our experimental results showed that depending on the spark
location and pre-chamber equivalence ratio, different jets (side,
middle or all) could initiate the main chamber combustion. To
understand this phenomenon, we numerically simulated the transient flame propagation process inside the pre-chamber. The computational domain and mesh are shown in Fig. 13(a) and (b)
respectively. The details of the computational model are discussed
in our previous work [14]. Unsteady Reynolds Time-Averaged
Navier-Stokes equations coupled with mass, energy, and species
conservation equations were solved using the commercial code
ANSYS Fluent R15.0 [16] implementing detailed H2/air chemistry
[17]. Fig. 14 compares pre-chamber pressure traces from the model
and experiment. The model agrees well with the experiment.
The flame dynamics inside a small volume of the pre-chamber
is much more complex. Several previous studies [18,19] have
observed that the hemispherical flame front inverts and a tulip
flame occurs in a fully or semi-closed channel when the channel
aspect ratio is greater than 2. Table 1 shows the L=D ratio of the
pre-chamber based on four different spark locations.
Fig. 15 shows the temperature contours in the pre-chamber and
corresponding normalized temperature profiles at the nozzle
entrance and nozzle exit. Fig. 15(a) and (b) display pre-chamber
flame prior to ignition occurring in the main chamber for spark
positions 1 and 2. Table 1 suggests that for both these spark locations, the effective L=D was higher or close to the critical value of 2.
This explains why flame front inversion happened, and the flame
front became tulip shaped. Fig. 15(a) shows that at the instance
of ignition, the side jet temperature was higher compared to the
middle jet for both Spark 1 and Spark 2. This was the sole reason
why side jets initiated the ignition in the main chamber for spark
position 1 and 2 for which the effective L=D was higher than 2.
For spark position 3 and 4, the L=D ratio was much below the critical ratio of 2 required to achieve flame front inversion. Thus, the
center jet became the initiator of main chamber ignition. For spark
position 4, which is the closest to the nozzle entrance, the expanding flame penetrated into the main chamber in the form of a laminar or slightly turbulent flame jets which then slowly developed
into a turbulent flame jet.
4. Conclusions
This paper examines the ignition characteristics of ultra-lean
premixed H2/air by multiple hot turbulent jets in a dual combustion chamber system. Compared to single jet, multiple jets did
not extend the lean flammability limit of H2/air, given both systems have the same total nozzle area. However, the ignition probability improved significantly near the lean flammability limit. For
multiple jets, the spark location and the pre-chamber equivalence
ratio have a deterministic effect on the ignition pattern in the main
chamber. If the pre-chamber spark location exceeds the critical L=D
ratio of 2, the side jets ignite the main chamber first. Otherwise, the
middle jet or all the jets ignite the main chamber depending on the
pre-chamber equivalence ratio. Overall, the effect of pre-chamber
equivalence ratio and the spark location was strongly coupled.
The flame shape inside the pre-chamber determined the ignition
pattern, e.g., ignition was started by the side jets or the middle
jet. The main chamber burn rate increased with angled multi-jets

compared to a single jet or straight multi-jets. In conclusion,
among all the multi-jet configurations, the angled-jet configuration
and the spark located at the farthermost location from the nozzle
entrance had a superior performance over the others.
Appendix A. Supplementary material
Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.applthermaleng.
2017.11.073.
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